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ABSTRACT 

 

Full Name : Shehr Yar Khan 

Thesis Title : Continuous Objects Detection and Tracking in Wireless Sensor 

Networks 

Major Field : Computer Networks 

Date of Degree : November, 2015 

A considerable amount of research is done in the area of target detection and tracking in 

wireless sensor networks. Most of the research concentrates on a single or multiple 

targets tracking but limited work has been done in tracking and detection of the 

continuous objects such as forest fires, bio- chemical materials and mudflows etc. These 

continuous objects pose new challenges because of their specific nature and 

characteristics such as changing in size and shape, shrinking and expanding, splitting into 

multiple objects or merging of multiple objects into one another. Continuous objects 

tracking and detection require extensive communication which consumes most of the 

energy of the network and the key issue of today‘s wireless sensor networks is the energy 

handling, which is the backbone for enhancing the lifetime of the network. In this thesis a 

new algorithm known as Continuous Object Detection and Tracking (CODAT) is 

proposed. CODAT‘s performance is an improvement in accuracy and efficiency while 

comparing it with the two known algorithms Continuous Boundary Monitoring 

(COBOM) and Detection and Monitoring for Continuous Objects (DEMOCO). New data 

structure for reporting data is introduced. Due to this new data structure, the reported data 

is sent to the sink more efficiently, which eventually reduces the communication cost of 

the overall algorithm without compromising the accuracy for reconstructing the boundary 

of a continuous object at the base station. A concept for differentiating between the holes 
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in the phenomenon and overall phenomenon changes at the base station level is also 

introduced which provides additional information to the user at base station level as an 

added improvement while maintaining the high accuracy and efficiency. The proposed 

algorithm efficiency is analyzed by simulations. Simulation results show that CODAT 

outperforms COBOM in terms of efficiency and outperforms COBOM and DEMOCO in 

terms of accuracy.  
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 ملخص الرسالة

 خانشهريار  :االسم الكامل

 تتبع وٍزاقبت االهذاف اىَتحزمت فً اّظَت االستشعار اىالسينٍت :عنوان الرسالة

 شبكات حاسوبية التخصص:

  5102 نوفمبر :تاريخ الدرجة العلمية

هذة االٌاً اىعذٌذ ٍِ اىذراساث تٌ اخزائها فً ٍداه امتشاف االهذاف وٍزاقبتها فً اّظَت االستشعار اىَىخىدة. 

اىعذٌذ ٍِ هذة اىذراساث رمشث عيى تتبع االهذاف اىثابته وىنِ ال ٌىخذ دراساث مثٍزة رمشث عيى تتبع وٍزاقبت 

ار اىطٍِ داخو بحٍزة واّتشار اىغاساث اىنٍٍَائٍت. هذة االهذاف اىَتحزمت ٍثو اّتشار اىحزائق فً اىغاباث, اّتش

االهذاف اىَتحزمت ادث اىى اىعذٌذ ٍِ اىتحذٌاث اىدذٌذة ّظزا ىَعاٌٍزها اىَتغٍزة باستَزار وبطزٌقت عشىائٍت فً 

َع بعض اىخصائص ٍثو: اىتغٍز فً اىحدٌ واىشنو, ٍقذار اىتقيص واىتَذد, اّشطارها اىى اىعذٌذ ٍِ االخشاء, او تد

امثز ٍِ خشء ٍع وحذة واحذة. عَيٍت تتبع وٍزاقبت هذة االخساً اىَتحزمت تحتاج اىى عَيٍت اتصاه اضافٍت بٍِ 

وحذاث االستشعار واىتً بذورها تستهيل اىنثٍز ٍِ اىطاقت, عيَا بأُ اىهاخس االمبز فً اّظَت االستشعار اىالسينٍت 

شعار داخو اىْظاً, وفً حاه تٌ اىتقيٍو ٍِ استالك اىطاقت فً ٌعىد اىى استهالك اىطاقت اىَحذودة فً وحذاث االست

اىْظاً فاُ هذا اىْظاً سٍذوً ىفتزة اطىه وٌَنِ االستفادة ٍْه بشنو امبز. فً هذة اىزساىت, تٌ تطىٌز خىارسٍٍت 

.  وهذة اىخىارسٍٍت ٍدذٌت امثز ٍِ اىخىارسٍٍاث اىحاىٍت اىَطبقت ىَزاقبت االهذاف CODATخذٌذة تعزف ب 

. تٌ تطىٌز ّظاً خذٌذ ىْقو اىبٍاّاث بٍِ وحذاث االستشعار, وبْاء عيى هذا  DEMOCOو COBOMاىَتحزمت 

اىْظاً اىبٍاّاث اىَْقىىت ىيَستقبو سٍتٌ ّقيها بفعاىٍت امبز وباىتاىً هذا سىف ٌقيو ٍِ اىطاقت اىَستهينت فً اىْظاً منو 

حزمت عْذ اعادة عَيٍت بْائها فً اىَحطت االساسٍت. تٌ ٍِ دوُ اىتاثٍز عيى اي خاصٍت ٍِ خصائص االخساً اىَت

تطىٌز ٍفهىً خذٌذ ىيتفزٌق بٍِ اىفدىاث فً االخساً اىَتحزمت وبٍِ عَيٍت اّنَاش او تَذد االخساً اىَتحزمت. تٌ 

 DATCOاىتنذ ٍِ مفائت هذا اىْظاً ٍِ خاله بزاٍح اىَحاماة. ومْتٍدت ىهذة اىذراست وخذّا اُ اىخىارسٍٍت اىدذٌذة 

خاصت فً   DEMOCOو COBOMٍدذٌت امثز ٍِ اىخىارسٍٍاث اىحاىٍت اىَطبقت ىَزاقبت االهذاف اىَتحزمت 

 اّظَت االستشعار اىنبٍزة. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to the advancement in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and wireless 

technologies that we have been able to design small, low cost and smart sensors. In 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), sensor nodes are densely deployed into the 

environment. They collect information about the surrounding environment, process it and 

transmit to the sink which is connected to task manger node through internet or satellite 

[1]. 

The research in wireless sensor networks traces back to the program known as the 

Distributed Sensor Networks (DSN) in around 1980 at the (DARPA). By that time, the 

(ARPANET) had been functioning for many years and in different universities and 

research institutes, it had about 200 hosts [2]. In 1998 a new era of research started in 

wireless sensor networks which gained lot of attention and international involvement. 

This included new networking techniques and network information processing for 

dynamic ad-hoc environments and attention turned towards the resource constrained 

sensor nodes. With the advancement in technology, sensor nodes are becoming compact 

in size (pack of cards to dust particles) and cost efficient so many civilian applications of 

sensor networks such as environmental monitoring and body sensor networks have 

become common.  
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1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 

 

In WSNs [1], each sensor node performs tasks such as processing and sensing 

independently. Sensor nodes communicate with each other so that sensed information is 

forwarded to CPU or to perform local coordination such as data fusion. The Mica2Mote 

of Crossbow Technology [3] and Z1 mote from Zolertia are widely used sensor node 

platforms.  

1.1.1 Hardware Platform 

 

The components in a sensor node usually comprise of an embedded processor, radio 

transceiver, external memories and internal memories, power source and one or more 

sensors. 

 

1.1.1.1  Embedded processor 

 

In a sensor node, tasks scheduling, data processing and functionality control of other 

components is performed by an embedded processor. Microcontrollers, Digital Signal 

Processors (DSP) [4], Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) [5] and Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) [6] are different categories of embedded processors 

that are used in wireless sensor nodes. The Microcontroller is most widely used for the 

sensor nodes because of its ability to integrate and connect with different types of 

devices. For example 8051 Microcontroller is used by CC253 development board 

manufactured by Chipcon Texas Instruments [7] and ATMega 128L Microcontroller is 

used by Mica2Mote Platform provided by Crossbow Technologies. 
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1.1.1.2  Transceiver 

 

A sensor node communicates wirelessly through a transceiver. Different wireless 

transmission media include Radio Frequency (RF), Infrared and Laser. In most WSN 

applications, RF communication is used because of its nature. The operational states of a 

transceiver are, Receive, Transmit, Idle and sleep. Two kinds of RF radios are used by 

Mica2Mote [8], ChipconCC1000 and RFM TR 1000. The transmission range of 

Mica2Mote for outdoors is about 150 meters. 

 

1.1.1.3  Memories 

 

A sensor node includes memories such as in-chip flash memory, ram as well as external 

flash memory. For example Mica2Mote [8] has ATMega128L microcontroller [9] having 

128-Kbyte flash program memory and 4-Kbyte static RAM Furthermore, external 

memories for Mica and Mica2Mote can be provided 4-Mbit Atemel45DB041B serial 

flash chip. 

 

1.1.1.4  Power Source 

 

Sensing, communication and data processing consume power in a sensor node. Data 

communication requires more energy compared to sensing and data processing. Batteries 

or capacitors are used for power storage. Batteries are the major source of power supply 

for sensor nodes. For example 2AA batteries are required for Mica2Mote [8]. In WSN 

operation, minimizing the energy consumption is of key importance due to limited 
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capacity of batteries. In preliminary research, energy harvesting techniques have also 

been conducted for WSN to remove energy constraints [10]. These techniques convert 

ambient energy (solar, wind) into electrical energy.  

 

1.1.1.5  Sensors 

 

A sensor can measure such as pressure, temperature, humidity etc. The sensor senses a 

continual analog signal and analog to digital converter digitizes and sends this digitized 

signal to an embedded processor for further processing. The attached sensors should also 

be small in size and consume very low energy because the sensor node is a 

microelectronic device with very limited source of power. Several different types of 

sensors can be integrated in a sensor node. 

 

1.1.2 Operating System 

 

The main functionality of any operating system is that it manages both the software and 

hardware resources and provides common services to most of the programs. Operating 

systems for WSN are mostly less sophisticated compared to the general purpose 

Operating systems because of the particular requirements of resource limitations of 

hardware platforms as well as WSN applications.  

One of the first operating system specifically designed for WSN is Tiny OS [11] which is 

capable of fast innovation and optimization and can be implemented with least code size 

which is the main requirement for WSN due to limited resource constraints. A number of 
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other OSs can also be used such as SOS [12] which works on an event driven mechanism 

for mote class sensor nodes. The most dynamic functionality of SOS is its support of 

loadable modules. Smaller modules build the whole system. SOS also supports memory 

management to support inherent dynamism in its module interface. It is no longer 

actively developing.  

Contiki [13] for WSN sensor nodes is an open source and lightweight operating system. 

It uses an event driven kernel and is portable. Preemptive multitasking is supported by 

Contiki and can be extended to individual process levels.  2 KB and 40 KB of RAM and 

ROM respectively is consumed by Contiki‘s configuration. Various features that are 

supported by this OS are preemptive multithreading, multitasking kernel, GUI, TCP/IP, 

IPv6, telnet client, a web browser, web server, virtual network computing and a screen 

saver. Supported sensing platforms are Tmote, AVR series MCU [14]. Contiki provides 

simulation platform known as Cooja Simulator.  

MANTIS [15] which is abbreviation of The MultimodAl system for NeTworks of In-situ 

wireless Sensors offers a multithreaded operating system for WSN environment. 

MANTIS provides an energy efficient and light weight OS offering 500 bytes of footprint 

including kernel, network stack and scheduler. MANTIS‘s support of portability across 

multiple platforms is the main feature i.e after testing applications on PC, can be ported 

to sensor platforms. It uses Dynamic programming for the remote management of sensor 

nodes. The supported language for application development is C. The supported sensing 

platforms are MICA2, MICA Z and Telos.  
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Nano-RK [16] is a real-time OS for WSN which supports preemptive multitasking. The 

various features supported by Nano-Rk are multi-hop networking, multi-tasking, priority-

based scheduling, extended WSN lifetime, resource usage limits for applications and a 

small footprint. It uses 2kb and 18kb of RAM and ROM respectively. Sensors, CPU and 

Network Bandwidth reservations are supported by Nano-RK. Soft and Hard real-time 

applications are supported through real-time scheduling algorithms like rate harmonized 

scheduling and rate monotonic scheduling. The supported sensing platforms are 

FireFLY[ 17] and MicaZ.   

 

University of Illinois developed a Unix-like operating system for WSN called as Lite-OS 

[18]. The main aim for the design and development of LiteOS was to provide a unix-like 

environment for the system programmers along with accustomed programming paradigm, 

hierarchical file system and object-oriented programming support in the form of Unix-

like shell and LiteC++. LiteOS has a small enough footprint that can support MicaZ with 

128 Bytes of ROM, 4KB RAM and 8MHz CPU. It consists of three components: LiteFS, 

LiteShell and Kernel. The supported sensing platforms are MicaZ, and AVR series MCU 

[14]. 

 

1.1.3 Networking  

 

A wireless sensor network consists of sensor nodes having sensing, computing and 

wireless communication functionalities. The sensor nodes are distributed and scattered. 

The sink nodes collect data from the whole network and send data to the user via 
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infrastructure network. Figure 1-1 shows operation of WSN. Two kinds of WSN 

topologies are shown. Hierarchical network topology in which sensor data is collected 

and routed to the sink via fixed or mobile relays. Other is flat network topology in which 

sensor nodes are used as routers and send data to the sink through multi-hop routing.  

 

 

(a) Flat Sensor Network    (b) Clustered Sensor Network 

Figure 1-1: Wireless Sensor Network’s operation 
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1.1.4 Protocol Stack 

 

The sink, cluster head and sensor nodes use the protocol stack as shown in Figure 1-2. 

The protocol stack for sensor networks is almost identical to that of traditional network 

protocol stack. The layers of WSN protocol stack include application, transport, network, 

data link and physical layer. The tasks of carrier frequency generation, signal detection, 

frequency selection, data encryption and modulation are performed by the physical layer. 

The data link layer is responsible for the point-to-point and point-to-multipoint 

connectivity in communication network. Its task includes data frame detection, 

multiplexing of data streams, error control and medium access. The network layer routes 

the data to the desired destination. Some of the key features that are required in designing 

the WSN network layer are power efficiency, data aggregation and data centric 

communication. The data flow is maintained by the transport layer. The various types of 

application software can be used on the application layer sensing upon the sensing tasks 

and capabilities.  
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Figure 1-2: Protocol Stack of Wireless Sensor Network 

 

The management planes for the WSN are power, task, mobility, security management 

planes and  Quality of Service (QoS) [1]. These management planes are responsible for 

efficient functionality of any Wireless Sensor Network. For low power consumption, 

power management plane is responsible and its functionality can also be turned off for 

the energy preservation. For maintenance of data route to the sink, mobility management 

is responsible as it detects and registers the movement of sensor nodes. The balancing 

between the tasks of sensing and the data aggregation and routing for the sensor nodes is 

the responsibility of task management plane. The real-time requirement with respect to 

data services can be fulfilled by the QoS management plane [19]. The tasks of the QoS 

management plane include error control, fault tolerance and performance optimization for 

particular QoS metrics. The process of monitoring, managing and control of security 

related behavior of the network is known as the Security management. Its basic 
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functionality is the restriction of access points to sensitive data. Its other functionalities 

include encryption, authentication and intrusion detection. Any networking protocol for 

WSN should be able to address these all five management planes.  

 

1.1.5 Applications 

 

Wireless sensor networks were originally developed for military applications. These 

military applications include randomly distributed and self-organized WSN for 

surveillance in battlefield and weapon‘s micro sensors for stockpile surveillance [20]. 

WSNs are also used for detection of submarines by implementing large scale acoustic 

systems in oceans for surveillance. Due to the low cost of sensors and communication 

equipment now a days, many other civilian applications for WSN have also emerged 

which include the following 

1.1.5.1  Environmental Monitoring 

 

Wireless sensor networks can be used to monitor the environment that includes forest 

surveillance, animal tracking, weather forecasting and flood detection. For applying 

sensor networks, environmental monitoring is the most suitable candidate because of 

various variables to be monitored such as temperature, humidity etc. In Norway [21], 

University of Southampton researchers have developed a glacial monitoring system using 

WSN. Sensor nodes are installed within ice and data is collected wirelessly. The EPFL 

researchers deployed an outdoor WSN for the prevention of avalanches and accidental 

deaths [22]. The system is installed on the high mountain path between Italy and 
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Switzerland and sends spatially dense measurements to the Risk management department 

of Swiss authorities.   

1.1.5.2  Health Monitoring 

 

The patients and medical resources in a hospital can be monitored and tracked by 

embedding WSN in the hospital building. Now a day‘s special kind of sensors are used 

for remote monitoring. These sensors collect data such as blood pressure, body 

temperature, electrocardiograph (ECG) and send to the doctors for further examination 

and analysis. A specific sensor network known as the Body Sensor Network (BSN) is 

formed after these sensors are worn or implanted in the body. The BSN have 

revolutionized the today‘s health care system due to low cost, efficient and real-time 

monitoring of medical records via internet. One of the first research in the field of health 

care monitoring system was conducted in Imperial College of London where researchers 

developed BSN node and development kit [23]. 

1.1.5.3  Traffic Control 

 

Sensor networks are used for some time for traffic monitoring and control. For traffic 

lights control and vehicle detection, sensors are either buried or installed overhead. 

Normally video cameras are also used for monitoring of traffic in congested areas. The 

traditional sensors networks are expensive and were installed only in critical areas. WSNs 

can completely change the traffic control and monitoring system using low cost sensors 

that can be installed on the road side, in the parking lots and in cars. One of the company 

Streetline Inc. [24] specializes in the sensor technology to assist drivers to find the empty 

spaces in parking lots and avoid traffic congestion. These type of implementations can 
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significantly improve the traffic management in congested cities as well as environment 

due to low carbon emissions. 

1.1.5.4  Industrial Sensing 

 

Most of the unplanned downtime in industry occurs due to aging equipment. According 

to US ARC Advisory group, almost 5% production is lost due to unplanned downtime in 

North America. The WSN network can be used efficiently to monitor the aging 

equipment in industries as well as safety of the personnel. These sensor nodes can be 

implanted in the machinery and can collect the data about safe operation of the 

equipment. In oil and gas industry, the main problem is the aging of tanks and pipelines. 

The inspection and monitoring of these huge pipelines and tanks is manual process which 

is unreliable and extremely costly as well as time consuming. The wireless sensors can 

installed to tackle this problem. These sensors can cost effectively and reliably monitor 

the health of the pipelines, tanks and other machinery before huge catastrophic accidents 

happen. 

1.1.5.5  Infrastructure Security 

 

The WSN can be used for the application of intrusion detection and prevention for large 

infrastructure sites. The sensor networks can be deployed to protect the facilities such as 

airports, power plants, military bases etc.   A large scale network of video, acoustic and 

other various sensors can be implemented, an initiative of Shanghai Pudong International 

Airport.  Similar kind of WSN has also been deployed in the Shanghai china Expo 2010 

for intrusion detection and prevention of critical sites.  
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1.2 Phenomenon Detection in WSN 

 

A considerable amount of research is done in Object Tracking in Wireless sensor 

Networks (OTSNs) [25]. In OTSNs, sensor nodes are deployed over a monitored area 

with geographical boundaries that are predefined. The base station issues commands and 

collects data of interests and acts as an interface between applications and OTSN. Sensor 

nodes track the objects that intrude its area of detection and status of the object is 

reported to the base station. This application of object tracking with ability to detect 

anytime and anywhere became only possible due to advancement in development of 

embedded processors technology and low cost of sensor nodes. The OTSN has wide 

range of applications including business, military, environmental safety etc.  

  

                    (a)  Phenomenon Expansion          (b) Phenomenon Shrinkage 

 

    (c)Holes inside the Phenomenon 

Figure 1-3: Different behaviors of Phenomenon 
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Traditional object detection and tracking focuses on one or several individual objects, 

such as intruder, tank, and vehicle [25] [26] and [27]. Recently, continuous objects 

spreading in a very large region, such as diffused noxious gas, biochemical, chemical 

liquid, and forest fire, are considered [48]-[55]. Compared with individual objects, 

continuous objects can diffuse, increase in size, or split into multiple continuous objects 

as shown in Figure 1-3. Moreover, a continuous object usually has a size much larger 

than that of an individual object, which implies that there should be a lot more event 

nodes in continuous object detection and tracking. If all event nodes report their location 

information to sink nodes, it will result in extremely high traffic load. An event node is 

defined as a reporter if it is required to report its location information to sink nodes. Thus, 

the main challenge in designing continuous object detection and tracking protocol is to 

reduce the number of reporters. Therefore, individual object detection and tracking 

protocols are not applicable to continuous object detection and tracking. 

 

Because of sensor‘s ability to detect and monitor anytime and anywhere, continuous 

object (or phenomenon) tracking in sensor networks can be used for monitoring fire 

outbursts, nuclear explosions and dangerous bio-chemical diffusion .To monitor such 

spatial phenomena, it is necessary to understand the possible evolving situation of the 

phenomenon. These shapes can emerge when one phenomenon shrinks or expands, two 

phenomena merge into each other, one phenomenon splits into two or more new 

phenomena, and one or two holes appear or disappear in phenomenon.  
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1.3 Problem description 

 

Continuous Phenomenon detection challenge is different from target detection due to 

random changes such as expansion, shrinkage, splitting and merging. Our main aim is to 

detect and track the boundary of the continuous object efficiently and accurately. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

 

 Extensive literature review of recent protocols and algorithms for continuous 

objects tracking and detection. 

 Evaluate different algorithms in detection and tracking of the moving 

phenomenon.    

 Choose two candidate algorithms and an improved algorithm might be proposed.      

 Simulate and evaluate the proposed algorithm.  

 

1.5 Research Methodology 

 

Following methodology is used to achieve the research objectives: 

 Simulation of existing algorithms 

 

The existing algorithms are critically analyzed for efficiency and accuracy in detection 

and tracking of Continuous objects.  Candidate algorithms will be chosen and simulated 

on the network platforms such as Java… etc. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The research in detection and tracking of individual or multiple targets is ample. These 

targets might include animals, vehicles and persons etc. that come inside sensor network 

region. For habitat monitoring, applications for wireless sensor networks are discussed by 

Mainwaring et al [28]. 

 

2.1  Individual and Multiple Target Tracking Schemes 

 

 A number of techniques are proposed for identifying targets in [29], [30] and [31]. It has 

been discussed by Krishnamachari et al in [32] that how to track and detect an object via 

three sensor nodes. Similarly different signal processing techniques are discussed and 

classified in [33]. Information security is utilized to predict future sensing actions in [34] 

by Zhao et al. 

Similarly another approach for target tracking was discussed in Dynamic Convoy Tree-

Based Collaboration (DCTC) [35] and [36]. The tree structure described in DCTC is 

known as convoy tree. Addition and pruning of sensor nodes enable dynamic 

configuration of the tree as the object moves within the region of deployed sensor nodes. 

Prediction-based Energy Saving (PES) scheme and Dual Prediction-based (DPR) scheme 

are described in [37] and [38] respectively by Xu et al. for Object Tracking in Sensor 

Networks. Intelligent prediction of object movement is done via sensor nodes as well as 
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the base station. In [39], for acoustic tracking a dynamic clustering scheme with light 

weight and decentralized mechanism was proposed by Chen et al. Sensor cluster is used 

for acoustic tracking. In this proposed approach a Cluster Head (CH) identifies the 

strength of an acoustic signal. When it exceeds its predetermined threshold, this CH 

broadcasts a message with the invitation to the sensors in its vicinity to join the cluster 

and provide their sensing information. This CH then identifies the acoustic target via 

localization techniques after it receives sufficient information from newly joined sensor 

nodes.  

2.2  Continuous Objects Tracking Schemes 

 

The above mentioned schemes were specifically designed for the detection and tracking 

of individual targets e.g. animals, people, vehicles etc. In many cases it becomes a 

necessity that a phenomena or a continuous object that spreads on a large area is tracked. 

Such type of phenomena might include toxic gases, wild fires, Oil spills etc.  These 

continuous objects are different from multiple or individual targets in a manner that they 

are not discretely distributed over specific area. They are continuously distributed over a 

large region and can cover a massive area. They can usually diffuse, can change their 

shape, merge into one another and can split into comparatively smaller continuous 

objects. 
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2.2.1 Isobar Based Schemes 

 

An Isobar scheme was proposed by Hellerstein et al [40]. In this scheme for mapping 

purposes, spatially correlated data aggregation method was used. The sensor nodes with 

the same readings status are collected by the Isobar into polygons as soon as the 

information from the nodes flow towards the sink. This scheme reduces the transmitted 

data. The disadvantage of the proposed approach is that every node has to participate in 

the collection of the data and pass on to the parent node, which is not very efficient 

mechanism. 

 

2.2.2 Isolines Based Schemes 

 

For the solution to the problem found in Isobars, Solis and Obraczka [41][42] devised a 

scheme of isolines. By this scheme if the nodes detect an isoline between itself and the 

surrounding neighbors only then it will report to the sink otherwise there is no need to 

report to the sink. This isoline based technique sends less bytes to the sink compared to 

Isobars However, the disadvantage of Isolines is that in each sampling round, almost 50% 

of the nodes report data to the sink. This causes too much communication cost. If the 

sensor nodes are deployed in dense settings then only the sensor nodes that detected the 

Isolines  report to the sink.  

 

A scheme similar to Isoline was described in [43] which is a combination of spatial as 

well as temporal suppressions. Spatial suppression is defined as when a node has similar 

reading compared to neighbors, it does not need to report data to sink. Temporal 
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suppression is defined as when a nodes‘ reading remains same compared to previous time 

period, it does not need to report data to the sink.  

 

 

2.2.3 COCH 

 

Another algorithm known as Constraint Chaining (COCH) was proposed by Silberstein et 

al in [44]. This scheme makes use of spatial and temporal suppressions in very efficient 

manner. According to this algorithm only one node on each side of boundary of the 

continuous object report data to the sink. COCH performance is good in case the shape of 

the continuous object does not change and it moves regularly. But its performance is 

considerable reduced in case the object‘s shape changes irregularly. In that case the 

number of nodes reporting data to the sink increases costing more energy. Chintalapudi 

and Govindan [45] tried to address the problem of boundary detection. In this scheme 

enough data is reported so that the sink can later on construct an accurate boundary. Since 

all the boundary nodes report data to the sink, the communication cost becomes very 

large. A fault tolerant algorithm based on data mining techniques was proposed in [46] by 

Ding et al. The algorithms in [45] and [46] have not mentioned anywhere that how the 

nodes would report data to the sink. They also did not take into account the situation 

where continuous object changes shape. It would cost too much energy if all the nodes 

report their data to the sink simultaneously. 
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2.2.4 Snapshot Queries 

 

To solve the high cost of reporting, Snapshot Queries [47] proposed an algorithm in 

which representative nodes will report data on behalf of neighboring nodes. Some queries 

are ignored by the nodes due to which efficiency and accuracy of Snapshot Queries is 

considerably reduced. For the reduction of errors, update messages are sent at definite 

intervals and due to this approach extra energy is consumed by Snapshot Queries and 

hence making it inefficient for the use of continuous boundary changes.  

 

2.2.5 DCSC 

 

 For detection and tracking of continuous objects, a dynamic cluster structure is proposed 

in DCSC (Dynamic Cluster Structure for Continuous Objects detection and tracking) 

[48]. If the emergence of an object is detected in the sensor‘s local area at a current time 

slot then it means that object‘s boundary has moved through its area of detection in 

previous time slot and the object‘s boundary may be close to the sensor. Then 

communication takes place between the sensor and its one hop neighboring sensors to 

query if the object is also detected by the neighboring sensors as well. If there is no 

detection of object by the neighboring sensors then the sensor becomes the boundary 

sensor. Similarly if the disappearance of object is detected by the sensors in the current 

time slot then the boundary of object must have moved through its area of detection in the 

previous time slot. Then sensor node enquires its one hop neighbors about the detection 

of the object. If the neighboring sensor nodes can detect the object then those neighboring 

nodes become the boundary sensor nodes. The neighboring nodes in DCSC [48] reply 
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back to the node that inquired whether they have different reading or same reading 

compared to the inquirer node and this process adds to the communication cost. Cluster is 

formed after the selection of Boundary Nodes (BNs). However, the description of cluster 

formation is not very clear in [48].It is also arguable that cluster formation is not suitable 

when the purpose of its formation was to save energy because considerable 

communication is required to form clusters which can cause delay in application and 

hence it is not suitable for real time monitoring of unexpected diffusion or drift such as 

explosions etc. Moreover all the BNs along with the cluster heads are directly or 

indirectly involved in routing the data to the sink which can increase the precision and 

accuracy in identifying the shape of the boundary but at the expense of high traffic delays 

and overheads. 

 

2.2.6 CODA 

 

In CODA (Continuous Object Detection Algorithm) [49], a dynamic plus static clustering 

protocol for continuous object detection is proposed. At the time of deployment, static 

clusters are formed and it is assumed that Cluster Head (CH) of every static cluster 

assigns a cluster ID to that cluster. After the joining of new node to the cluster, the node 

exchanges messages with CH and during this process new node is conveyed about the 

cluster ID. An assumption is made that every sensor node is knows its location and this 

information is sent to Cluster head when the cluster is joined for the very first time. After 

knowing the location of all the nodes in a cluster, the CH determines boundary nodes and 

sends messages to notify them that they are the boundary sensor nodes of that particular 

cluster.  
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Whenever an object is detected, control messages are used for the transmission of 

detection information to CH. Control messages are of two types 

Sense message which is used only by SIs (Static Cluster inner sensors) and once the SIs 

detect target object, sense message is sent to CH 

Report message is only used by SBs (Static cluster boundary sensors).This message is in 

the form of bitmap and if detected object is identified within cluster n then nth bit is set to 

1. Communication takes place between SB and its one hop neighbors after the detection 

of object to inquire the neighboring nodes of their object detection statuses .When SB 

receives this information, the corresponding bit of the bitmap is set to 1 and report 

message is sent to CH so that all the static clusters are identified in which the target 

object has spread.  

All the nodes in the static cluster transmit their information of detection to CH and 

dynamic cluster is then formed from the boundary nodes. In this case, the boundary nodes 

for the detected object are determined by cluster heads of the static cluster instead of 

dynamic clusters in order to save energy but still high communication cost is required in 

case of large number of nodes and also too much energy is consumed in grouping the 

boundary nodes into dynamic cluster.  

 

2.2.7 COBOM 

 

COBOM (Continuous Boundary Monitoring) [50], an energy efficient algorithm for 

boundary detection and tracking. Initially the nodes communicate with each and each 

node sends its Boundary Node Array (BN-Array), start node and its unique ID to the 

sink. The start node is chosen randomly initially.  The BN-Array contains detection 
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readings of the neighboring nodes. Initially the BN-Array readings are all zeros means 

that phenomenon is not detected by any node. The sensor broadcasts its own ID and 

reading if its current reading is different compared to its previous reading i.e detected the 

phenomenon or vice versa. The receiving node stores the reading in its BN-Array and the 

sensor becomes the Boundary node (BN) if its BN-array contains at least one different 

reading. For example initially BN-Array was all zeros and after detection the BN-Array 

has reading of 1 also.  As shown in the Figure 2-1 the BN-Array stores the readings in 

counter clockwise direction with the start node c. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: COBOM BN-Array [50] 

 

Among these boundary nodes few nodes are selected to become Reporting nodes (RNs). 

The BN-Arrays of the nodes with more number of different detection readings i.e more 

number of 1s readings as shown in Figure 2-1, the more likely it will become a candidate 

for Reporting Node (RN). The reporting nodes are selected when a BN-Array of a 

particular node crosses a threshold set. As BN-Array reaches threshold, a back off 
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random timer will start. At the end of this back off random timer, the node will become a 

Reporting Node (RN). The earlier the BN-Array of a particular node reaches the 

threshold, the early it will become the RN and suppresses the nodes within its range from 

reporting. COBOM claims to be energy efficient as only few reporting nodes are selected 

and the report message size is small as it only contains neighbors‘ detection readings as 

bits instead of keeping neighbors‘ IDs. The report message size contains ID of the RN, its 

reading and the node‘s BN-array. The drawback of COBOM is that it is not mentioned 

that how the base station will determine the location of RN‘s neighbors since the BN-

Array only contains the detection readings not the IDs. Base station has ID of RN only 

which compromises the accuracy when base station tries to reconstruct the boundary later 

on. Another inefficiency in COBOM is that BNs and RNs will be formed on both sides of 

the Boundary. As shown in the Figure 2-1, if we examine the BN-Array of node y, it will 

be similar to that of u indicating that node y will also become the Boundary Node. This 

will result in yielding more number of BNs and RNs and thus increasing the 

communication cost. 

 

2.2.8 DEMOCO 

 

For detection and tracking of continuous object, an energy efficient algorithm DEMOCO 

(Detection and Monitoring for Continuous Objects) [51] is proposed.  An object is 

detected by a sensor node by comparing its current detection status to its previous slot. 

CompareOnezero (COZ) Messages containing current detection status are sent to the 

neighboring nodes. The Boundary Nodes (BN) for the continuous objects are those nodes 

that receive the COZ messages and their object detection status is different from the 
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status included in the messages. If the detection status is same as that of neighboring 

nodes, the receiving node ignores this message.  

Different random back off timers are assigned to the BNs according to equation 2.1. The 

nodes with the short back off timers send the data to the sink and suppresses the other 

boundary nodes from sending the data to the sink. These nodes are called as the 

Representative Nodes (RN). Very few RNs report data to the sink. The report back 

message includes the RN‘s own ID and neighboring BN‘s ID that has the most powerful 

signal strength.  The back off timers for the BNs are calculated by the following equation 
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It is not clearly discussed that how the signal strength is compared to the received signals. 

As the signal strength is in the form of 1‘s and 0‘s, the estimation of signal strength is not 

possible by simply comparing 1 and 0.  
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2.2.9 GAS 

 

Grid Based protocol known as GAS (Grid Based Asynchronous) [52], a selective wake 

up protocol is used to track the continuous objects efficiently and accurately at the right 

time. WSN is divided geographically into cells and each cell is a square shaped having 

specific areas around the boundary known as Guard Band as shown in Figure 2-2. As 

soon as the sensor nodes in the guard band detect, they activate guard bands in the 

adjacent touching cell before the target actually approaches. Each cell in the grid has its 

own coordinates and the sensor nodes in the cell can find its coordinates via reference 

point. Now each cell also has a cell head i.e CH (a,b) coordinates of the cell are a and b. 

The cell head in a cell is elected by the backward timer via formula 

                                     
  

           
                                      (2.2) 

Where Eresidual is the residual energy of the sensor node and R is the range of the sensor 

node‘s location from the center point of the cell. After the timer expires, a sensor node is 

elected as the cell head and it performs restricted flooding to notify others about its role 

of cell head. 

 

Figure 2-2: Guard Bands [52] 
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When sensor node GB(i,j)[i-1,j] detects a boundary of the object, it sends message to its 

cell head CH(i,j) which in turn sends message to the adjacent cell‘s cell head CH(i-1,j) to 

be ready for monitoring. There are six types of signaling messages. Wakeup Request 

(WR), Object Detect (OBD) , Sleep Request (SR), Cell Sleep Request (CSR), Object Not 

Detected (OND), Cell wakeup Request (CWR) and. The sensors that usually detect 

boundary objects and do not detect send OBD messages and OND messages to their cell 

heads respectively. WR and SR is sent by the cell heads to the neighboring cell heads. 

CWR and CSR is sent by the cell head to the sensors after it receives WR and SR from 

adjacent cell heads respectively. The wake up operation of the protocol is performed 

when the sensor in the GB detects a boundary object. Cell head CH(i, j) receives OBD 

message and this cell heads sends WR message to its neighboring CH(i-1,j) which in turn 

send CWR to its sensors to activate only the sensors in its own GB. Later on when the 

cell in this GB send OBD message to the corresponding cell head the other sensors 

outside the GB are also activated. Sleep operation of the protocol is performed when the 

there is no boundary in the cell. The cell head issues CSR to its sensors except the sensors 

in GB in order to not to miss the tracking of sudden movement of the boundary. Later on 

when the cell head receives SR from the neighboring cell head then CSR is issued to 

sleep the sensors in the GB also.    

 

For random deployment of the sensor nodes there might be void area in the wireless 

sensor network. Due to these void areas, the activation control message cannot reach the 

predicted areas and hence the task of detection and tracking of continuous object fails. 
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2.2.10 A Chaining Selective Wakeup Protocol 

 

A chaining selective wake up protocol is proposed in [53]. Information about void area is 

collected at the network configuration time and if the next boundary area is in the void 

area then a chained area that is surrounding the void area is activated with the activation 

control message. Grid structure is used to predict the next location of the continuous 

object. WSN is divided geographically into cells and each cell is a square shaped having 

specific areas around the boundary known as Guard Band. As soon as the sensor nodes in 

the guard band detect, they activate guard bands in the adjacent touching cell before the 

target actually approaches. Each cell in the grid has its own coordinates and the sensor 

nodes in the cell can find its coordinates via reference point. Now each cell also has a cell 

head i.e. CH (a, b) whereas coordinates of the cell are a and b. The cell head in a cell is 

elected by the backward timer via equation 2.2. 

A sensor node is elected as the cell head after expiration of time and it performs restricted 

flooding to notify others about its role of cell head. The void areas can be of five types 

such as Central, Edged, Disjoint, Multiple disjoined and fully void area. The detection of 

void area is a two-step process first communication with in a cell and secondly 

communication between the cells. The cell head CH (i,j) sends Void Area Probe (VAP) 

to all the sensor nodes with in the cell in all four directions. The sensor nodes reply with 

Void area probe- reply message and the cell head makes the Guard Band GB table 

according to these reply messages. When there no reply from the sensors indicating the 

void area, the cell head increases the size of GB in that direction. After the construction 

of GB table, the CH sends the Cluster Head Alive (CHA) messages to the neighboring 

cell heads and this alive information of neighboring cell heads is stored in the 
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Neighboring cell table and the cell heads refer to this table when sending and receiving 

signaling messages from the neighboring cell heads.  

When sensor node GB(i,j)[i-1,j] detects a boundary of the object, it sends message to its 

cell head CH(i,j) which in turn sends message to the adjacent cell‘s cell head CH(i-1,j) to 

be ready for monitoring. There are 8 types of signaling messages which consist of 

detection messages and request messages. Detection messages are Object Detection 

Message (OBD) and Object Not Detected (OND) message. The request messages include 

Sleep request (SR), Cell sleep request(CSR), Wakeup Request (WR), Cell Wakeup 

Request (CWR), Left hand guard band wakeup request(LGWR) and Right hand Guard 

band wakeup request (RGWR).  The sensors that usually detect boundary objects and do 

not detect send OBD messages and OND messages to their cell heads respectively. WR 

and SR is sent by the cell heads to the neighboring cell heads. CWR and CSR is sent by 

the cell head to the sensors after it receives WR and SR from adjacent cell heads 

respectively. If the next cell is a void area the LGWR and RGWR will be sent by the cell 

head. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONTINUOUS OBJECTS DETECTION AND TRACKING 

(CODAT) 

 

There are number ways to detect and track continuous objects.  The simplest and 

straightforward approach for the detection of boundary is that every node sends its 

detection information to the sink node which further forwards information to the user via 

internet or any infrastructure network.  The main disadvantage of this approach is that 

most of the energy is dissipated at the breakpoint and network lifetime of the sensor 

network is considerably reduced. In DCSC [48], small number of nodes are selected at 

the boundary of the continuous object grouped into clusters. This approach considerably 

reduces the cost of communication and will require much less energy as only nodes at the 

boundaries are responsible for forwarding data to the sink nodes. 

In COBOM [50], the Boundary Nodes (BN) selected are much more compared to the 

DCSC [48] but only few Reporting Nodes (RN) are responsible for forwarding data to the 

sink. Our proposed approach is similar to the approach used by DEMOCO [51] in which 

Boundary Nodes (BN) as well as Reporting nodes (RN) are further reduced compared to 

the previous algorithms but the main advantage of our proposed algorithm lies in 

improvement in accuracy and efficiency of the detection and tracking of continuous 

objects. Our proposed approach is different in respect to the average report data size 

forwarded by the RNs to the sink node.  
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For analysis, we compared our proposed solution with COBOM [50] and DEMOCO [51] 

on the basis of efficiency, accuracy and uniform random deployment. The following 

Table 3-1 shows some of the features along with the drawbacks found in these two 

algorithms.  

Table 3-1: Comparative Analysis of COBOM and DEMOCO 

Features COBOM DEMOCO 

Detection Based on BN array 
Based on diff in detection 

readings 

Boundary Nodes Both sides One side 

Number of BNs and RNs N N/2 

Drawback 

- No neighboring 

node ID 

- BN-Array 

readings only 

Nearest ID based on 

signal strength 

 

We are assuming some initial conditions for our algorithm to work on a wireless sensor 

network. 

 Static nodes are deployed in a large number along with sink nodes. 

 All sensor nodes are uniformly distributed. 

 All nodes have same functionality and capability.  

 All sensor nodes have same sensing range and communication range r. 

 Locations of all sensor nodes are known by the sink nodes through unique IDs via 

GPS unicast messaging. 
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 Through GPS or any other triangulation or localization technique, all sensor nodes 

know their own location and position. 

 The possibility of any data loss is not considered. 

 The damage or destruction of nodes is not taken into consideration for our 

algorithm. 

 Every node has a unique ID. 

 

3.1 Definitions 

 

Phenomenon Detection Status (PDS) The sensor node‘s detection status changes such 

as from undetected to detected or from detected to undetected. Detected status is 

represented by 1 and the status of undetected is represented by 0. 

Phenomenon changed message (PCM) The node having different PDS compared to its 

previous timeslot, will broadcast a message to its neighboring nodes. This message is 

called as Phenomenon changed message. This message contains node‘s ID, detection 

status and Phenomenon tags. 

Boundary Nodes (BN) 

When a node receives PCM, it compares its own PDS compared to the PDS received in 

broadcasted PCM. If a node has at least one different detection status compared to the 

received message then that node becomes the boundary node. 
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Reporting Nodes (RN) 

The Reporting Nodes (RN) send information to the sink on behalf of the surrounding 

neighboring nodes in order to conserve the network energy. In our algorithm a Reporting 

node sends its own ID and a Boundary node array.  

3.2 The Proposed Algorithm 

 

Here we propose an energy efficient Algorithm CODAT (Continuous Object Detection 

and Tracking) 

All the sensor nodes periodically activate to detect the phenomenon such as wild forest 

fire, gas leakage, oil spills etc. depending upon the specific application. If they do not 

detect any thing, the sensors go back into idle state.  

If a sensor node detects the phenomenon and finds that the current Phenomenon 

Detection Status (PDS) is different from the PDS it observed in the previous timeslot, 

then it broadcasts a message known as Phenomenon Changed Message (PCM). This 

PCM contains a node‘s unique ID and PDS.  

A sensor node x when receives a PCM from a neighboring node within its 

communication range, it compares its own PDS with the received PDS from PCM. If 

both the PDSs are same then node ignores this broadcast message. If the node finds at 

least one received PDS different from its own PDS, the node x then becomes a Boundary 

Node (BN).This boundary node counts the number of received PCMs for setting different 

waiting time which will be used later for making Reporting Nodes (RN). This Boundary 

node also maintains a Boundary Node-Array (BN-Array) which contains neighboring 
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nodes‘ detection readings and a couple of IDs along with Phenomenon Tags. This BN-

Array will be explained in later section.  

In our algorithm when the object is expanding then only the nodes in the Outer region of 

the Phenomenon become BNs and similarly when the object is shrinking, only the nodes 

in the inner region become BNs as shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2. This approach is 

different from the algorithm proposed in COBOM in which the nodes in both the outer 

and inner region of the phenomenon become BNs regardless of the expansion or 

shrinkage of the object because COBOM selects the BNs based on the difference in 

detection readings within a node‘s BN-Array which eventually results in more number of 

BNs compared to our algorithm CODAT. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Expansion of Phenomenon 
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Figure 3-2: Shrinkage of Phenomenon 

 

3.3 Differentiating Between Outer and Inner Boundary of the 

Phenomenon 

 

Although most of the algorithms can differentiate between the holes and overall 

phenomena but we propose an additional information as an added improvement 

forwarded to the user along with the reported data with more accuracy and with less 

number of reporting nodes compared to COBOM. For differentiating between The Outer 

Boundary (Boundary of the phenomenon such as expansion or shrinkage of the 

phenomenon) and the Inner Boundary (Boundary of the hole such as expansion or 

shrinkage of hole inside the phenomenon) by the Base station we used an approach 

similar to [56] explained below. 
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Every node detects a change in its status after definite interval. If the node does not detect 

change in its PDS then it becomes idle. For outer boundary there are two cases. When the 

node detects the phenomenon in a current time and previously it did not detect anything 

then it broadcasts a Phenomenon Changed Message (PCM) which identifies change in the 

detection status to its neighbors that are in range. This node also receives PCMs from the 

neighboring nodes as well. If at least one of the received messages has the detection 

status different from the node itself then the node becomes the boundary node otherwise 

it will ignore the received PCM. Based on the number of PCMs that this node receives, 

back off timer will be set for it to make it a reporting node. A reporting node sends the 

data to the sink. At the end of this period boundary nodes will tag themselves as 

Phenomenon Expansion (PE). The reporting nodes will send the boundary information to 

the sink along with the current tags of the nodes. Similarly when the nodes did not detect 

phenomenon in the current time but detected the phenomenon in the previous time slot 

and has tag of PE (Phenomenon Expansion) then it will broadcast PCM and phenomenon 

shrinkage will be represented by this change. The node will become boundary node if it 

receives any PCM from neighboring node having different detection status compared to 

itself. On basis of number of received PCMs back off timers will be set and reporting 

nodes are selected. At the end of this process all nodes tag themselves as Phenomenon 

Shrinkage (PS). 

                                                                       

For Inner boundary detection there are also two cases. One is when node detected in the 

previous time slot but does not detect in the current time slot and has no tag. This change 

represents the expansion of Hole shown in Figure 3-3. Other is when node did not detect 
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in the previous time slot but detects in the current time slot and has tag of Hole 

Expansion (HE). This change represents the Shrinkage of Hole shown in Figure 3-3. In 

both cases, the node that detects the change, it broadcasts PCMs and receives PCMs from 

its neighbors. This node also becomes a boundary node provided that the status in at least 

one of the received PCMs is different from its own detection status. Reporting nodes are 

selected on basis of back off timers. In case of Expansion of Hole, nodes tag themselves 

as Hole Expansion (HE) and in the case of Shrinkage of Hole, nodes tag themselves as 

Hole Shrinkage (HS). These tags are valid for single time period only. These tags actually 

create difference at the base station level between the Phenomenon Shrinkage and Hole 

Expansion and similarly between Phenomenon Expansion and Hole Shrinkage. 
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Holes inside the Phenomenon 

 

 

 

                         

                    Hole Expansion           Hole Shrinkage 

Figure 3-3: Hole Expansion and Shrinkage 

 

In case of undetected to detect situation there are two possibilities, either the phenomenon 

is expanding or the Hole is shrinking. As it is assumed that Hole will not shrink unless it 

expands so if the node detects phenomenon currently and did not detect in previous time 

slot and has the tag HE(Hole expansion) then it means that it was previously involved in 

finding the boundary nodes for Hole expansion and currently Hole is shrinking. In other 
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case if node detects currently and did not detect previously and has no tag then this 

indicates that phenomenon is expanding. 

 In case of detect to undetected, there are also two situations either the phenomenon is 

shrinking or the hole is expanding and it is assumed that phenomenon will not shrink 

unless it has expanded. So whenever the node detects in previous time slot and did not 

detect in current time slot and has the tag of Phenomenon expansion (PE) then it indicates 

that this node was previously involved in the finding boundary nodes for expansion of 

phenomenon and currently phenomenon is shrinking. In the same situation of detected to 

undetected if the node has no tag then it indicates that currently Hole is expanding. These 

tags will expire after a single time period via timers. New tags will be formed in the next 

time period. 

 

3.4 Reporting Nodes 

 

The simple approach would be that all the boundary nodes send their data to the sink but 

this approach is cost inefficient. Our main objective is to increase the network life time as 

well as improve the accuracy in detection and tracking of phenomenon. So we choose 

few Reporting Nodes (RN) among the existing BNs that will report data to the sink on 

behalf of the neighboring nodes while maintaining the reasonable accuracy. The RNs are 

chosen based on the number of PCMs. The BN that receives more number of PCMs will 

set a random waiting time. The more a BN receives PCMs, the shorter will be its random 

waiting time and it will be more likely to become a RN. This approach will ensure the 

high probability of the boundary nodes which are near the actual boundary of the 

phenomenon to become RNs. If two or more BNs have same random waiting time then 
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the BN with the highest energy level is selected as the RN. The reelection of RN is 

performed after each time period. The waiting time as mentioned in DEMOCO [51] can 

be defined in Equation 3.1.     
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Where back off random timer is denoted by D, maximum waiting time (time period in 

our case) by W. The total number of PCM messages that are received is denoted by PCM 

total and uniform distribution in between the first and second term of U, i.e., [W/PCMtotal − 

1, W/PCMtotal].  As shown in Equation 3.1 if PCM total >2 then the back off timer will be 

shortest. If the PCM total is 2 or 1 the back off timer becomes longer according to the 

equation. This equation of back off time ensures that back off timers for boundary nodes 

that are in communication range are different from one another.   

As mentioned earlier, each node maintains a Boundary Node Array (BN-Array). This 

BN-Array contains detection status readings of the neighboring nodes that have been 

received through PCMs. BN-Array also contains the unique IDs of the first two nodes 

received through PCM. 
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 As shown in Figure 3-4, a BN-Array has Phenomenon Detection Status‘s (PDS) along 

with unique IDs of the two nodes received through PCMs and Phenomenon Tags (PT). 

This data structure for BN-Array enables a sink to recognize neighboring nodes via first 

two unique IDs received through PCM and the rest of the nodes are located through a 

series of the detection readings in BN-Array near to the first two IDs. This is possible 

because the sink has a map to all the nodes in the network and comparatively more 

processing power as well as memory resources. Our approach is different from 

DEMOCO in which Reporting node sends its own ID and the ID of the nearest neighbor 

based on signal strength. We argue that estimating the nearest node based on signal 

strength is not very accurate approach since the signal strength is estimated in the form of 

1‘s and 0‘s. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-4: BN-Array of CODAT 

The BNs with shortest waiting time will send broadcast message to its surrounding 

neighbors indicating that it will become RN and the neighboring nodes don‘t need to send 

data to the sink node. This RN will send report data to the sink on behalf of all the 

neighboring nodes which are in its communication range. In report data this RN will send 

its own unique ID, a BN-Array and the phenomenon tags as explained earlier. We are 

considering that each unique ID is approx.2 bytes. We will discuss in later section that 

how average report size of our proposed algorithm does not exceed the previous 

algorithms considering improvement in accuracy and efficiency of our proposed 

algorithm. The Figure 3-5 shows the Flow chart for CODAT algorithm. 

ID ID 0 1 1 1 PT PT PT PT 
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Figure 3-5:  CODAT’s Algorithm Flowchart 

  

If node‘s current PDS diff from prev time, a 

node broadcasts PCM containing status, ID 

and Phenomenon Tags 

Receiving node compares its own PDS with 

that of received msg. 

Difference in status 

Yes = BN 

NO= Ignores 

RN formation via Random  

Back off timers suppressing the rest of BNs 

via broadcast 

BN with highest energy level selected as RN 

if two or more BNs have same random back 

off timers 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

In this section we evaluate and compare our proposed approach CODAT against both 

DEMOCO and COBOM. A simulator was developed in Java to test the performance of 

these algorithms. We are evaluating the algorithms for continuous moving phenomena. 

We are also neither considering possible contention nor concerned with the routing 

approach used by the nodes to send data to the sink. Each simulation is run 300 times and 

each node‘s unique ID is assumed as 2 bytes. 

 

The number of BNs and RNs generated depends upon the density of sensor nodes. In our 

simulation model, the area is fixed while the number of nodes may vary. Wireless sensor 

nodes are deployed on the field of 500 x 500 m
2
. The number of sensor nodes are set to 

1500 and 5000 for sparse setting and dense setting respectively. The uniform distribution 

of 5000 sensor nodes is shown in Figure 4-2. In order to simulate real life scenario, an 

unsmoothed object is simulated. The object expands like a staircase structure from the 

bottom left corner shown in Figure 4-1. The object expands in each time period (each 

time period is 5sec) up to 25
th

 Time period with Low Diffusion Rate (Expanding 3 meters 

in each time period).  The communication range for sensor nodes is set to 15 and 25m in 

order to test the performance of our proposed algorithm CODAT compared to COBOM 

and DEMOCO.  
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Figure 4-1: Expansion of Object in staircase pattern 

 

 

Figure 4-2: 5000 Sensor Nodes Distribution in Sensor Field 
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Figure 4-3: COBOM Phenomenon at 5th Time Period 

 

 

Figure 4-4: CODAT Phenomenon at 5th Time Period 
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In Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, the phenomenon expansion for total 5000 nodes is shown 

for both CODAT and COBOM algorithm at 5
th

 Time period with 25m communication 

range for all sensor nodes. Similarly phenomenon expands at 10
th

 Time period with 25m 

communication range for all sensor nodes as shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. We can 

clearly see in these figures that in case of COBOM the Boundary Node strip (Blackish 

nodes) is more in width compared to the Boundary node strip of CODAT. This is because 

in case of COBOM Boundary Nodes (BNs) are formed on both sides of the boundary of 

the phenomenon, where as in case of CODAT Boundary nodes are formed on single side 

of the boundary of phenomenon resulting in overall less number of Boundary Nodes 

(BNs) and Reporting Nodes (RNs) compared to COBOM. Among these Blackish Nodes, 

Reporting nodes are shown in red color.  

 

 

Figure 4-5: COBOM Phenomenon at 10th Time period 
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Figure 4-6: CODAT Phenomenon at 10th Time Period 

 

In Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, the phenomenon at 20
th

 Time period is shown which has 

further expanded.  

 

 

Figure 4-7: COBOM Phenomenon at 20th Time Period 
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Figure 4-8: CODAT Phenomenon at 20th Time Period 

In Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10, the phenomenon has further expanded up to 25
th

 Time 

period. At this point, maximum number of Boundary nodes and Reporting nodes are 

generated because the phenomenon has reached to the diagonal of square sensor filed.  

 

Figure 4-9: COBOM Phenomenon at 25th Time Period 
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Figure 4-10: CODAT Phenomenon at 25th Time Period 

 

4.1  Comparative Analysis Based on Number of BNs 

 

The number of BNs generated as shown in the Figure 4-11, Figure 4-12, Figure 4-13 and 

Figure 4-14 with the varying density along with the variation in communication range of 

the sensor nodes. The number BNs increase with each time period due to expansion of 

phenomenon up to 25
th

 period. The higher the number of BNs generated by the 

algorithm, the sensor network consumes more energy. 
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Figure 4-11: BNs for 5000 nodes with 15m Communication Range 

 

Figure 4-12: BNs for 5000 nodes with 25m Communication Range 

 

The Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 show that the number of BNs generated by COBOM are 

far more compared to CODAT and DEMOCO for both 15m and 25m communication 

range respectively for dense WSNs. 
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Figure 4-13: BNs for 1500 nodes with 15m Communication Range 

 

 

Figure 4-14: BNs for 1500 nodes with 25m Communication Range 

 

Similarly Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 show that with the increase in expansion of 

phenomenon more number of BNs are generated and COBOM produces more number of 

BNs compared to CODAT and DEMOCO for sparse WSNs. 
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4.2  Comparative Analysis Based on Number of RNs 

 

Similarly, the number of RNs generated can be shown in Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16, Figure 

4-17 and Figure 4-18. Higher the number of RNs generated by the algorithm, more 

energy will be consumed by the sensor network. It is clearly shown in these figures that 

the number of BNs and RNs generated by the COBOM is more compared to DEMOCO 

and our proposed algorithm CODAT. This is because COBOM generates BNs and RNs 

on both sides of the boundary. Our proposed algorithm CODAT just like DEMOCO 

generates BNs and RNs only on the OUT region when objects expands and generates 

BNs and RNs only on the IN region when the object shrinks. The difference in BNs and 

RNs between COBOM and CODAT becomes apparent when the density of the sensor 

nodes is 5000 and communication range is 25m shown in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-16. It 

has also been noticed that the number of RNs generated with sparse setting and 

communication range of 25m is more. Similarly the number of RNs generated with dense 

setting and 15m communication range is more. Apparently no strong relation has been 

found between communication range and RNs. 

 

Figure 4-15: RNs for 5000 nodes with 15m Communication Range 
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Figure 4-16: RNs for 5000 nodes with 25m Communication Range 

 

 

Figure 4-17: RNs for 1500 nodes with 15m Communication Range 
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Figure 4-18: RNs for 1500 nodes with 25m Communication Range 

 

4.3  Simulating the Holes along with overall Phenomenon 

 

Although most of the algorithms can differentiate between the holes and overall 

phenomena. Our algorithm can provide an additional information as an added 

improvement forwarded to the user along with the reported data with more accuracy and 

with less number of reporting nodes compared to COBOM. In order to analyze that our 

proposed algorithm can differentiate at the sink level between the holes and the overall 

phenomena, we are considering a special case in which Staircase structure and Hole both 

are expanding. In case of Staircase structure expansion, nodes move from undetected 

state to detected state and in case of Hole Expansion, nodes move from detected state to 

undetected state. We initiated a single hole (Perfect circle in java) at 15
th

 time period. The 

hole is centered at (76,106). The hole expands with each passing period with increase in 

size of 3 meters in each time period (Each time period of 5 seconds). Along with the hole, 

the staircase structure is also simulated which expands up to 25
th

 time period. The center 
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of the hole is chosen at (76,106) so that the Hole and the staircase phenomena do not 

merge into each other. Now both the hole and the staircase structure after reaching to 20
th

 

period, the total number of reporting nodes sent to the sink are calculated shown in Figure 

4-19 and Figure 4-21. After that both the stair case structure and the hole further expand 

up to 25
th

 period and again the number of reporting nodes sent to the sink are calculated 

shown in Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21.  

 

Figure 4-19: CODAT Phenomenon and Hole at 20th Time Period 
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Figure 4-20: CODAT Phenomenon and Hole at 25th Time Period 

 

As shown in the Figure 4-21, our algorithm CODAT can provide additional information 

as an added improvement forwarded to the user to differentiate between the reported data 

sent by the Outer Boundary (OB) or Overall Phenomenon and the reported data sent by 

the Inner Boundary (IB) or Hole due to Phenomena Tags. Similarly same results can also 

be deduced for Shrinkage of Staircase phenomenon and hole. 
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Figure 4-21: Differentiating Between the Inner Boundary and Outer Boundary 

 

4.4  Comparative Analysis Based on Average Report Data size 

 

Before calculating the size of average report data for each algorithm, there are some 

assumptions that are made for simplicity. The results are collected for both sparse (1500 

nodes) and dense settings (5000 nodes) with 25m communication range. We assume the 

unique ID of each sensor node is 2 bytes. In our proposed algorithm CODAT, the RN 

sends its own unique ID, first 2 unique IDs received through PCM and a BN-Array 

(containing status readings and tags). The RN in COBOM sends its own unique ID and 

BN-Array. Since the size of BN-Array depends on the RN‘s communication range and 

the density of the deployed nodes, the greater the density of the sensor field, the larger 

will be the BN-Array. Since in our algorithm CODAT, the number of BNs and RNs are 

almost half compared to BNs and RNs in COBOM, we can see in Figure 4-22 and Table 

4-2 that average report data size of CODAT does not exceed the COBOM in Dense 
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settings with 5000 nodes. Report data size of CODAT obviously is greater than 

DEMOCO because DEMOCO does not use BN-Array, however, the main drawback of 

DEMOCO lies in sending of report data which includes nearest neighbor‘s ID and this 

nearest neighbor is estimated based on signal strength which is not very accurate 

approach. As shown in Figure 4-23 and Table 4-4, the average report data size for 

CODAT is more compared to DEMOCO and COBOM due to sparse settings with 1500 

nodes. In sparse settings, COBOM performs better compared to CODAT because its BN-

Array does not contain any neighboring IDs. 

The average report data size is calculated based on the following equation 4.1. 

 

  ………………………………   ∑     
 
   ………………………..    (4.1) 

Whereas і and U determines the average report data size i.e i is the number of bytes of 

report data and U is the average number of RNs corresponding to the i. τ is the average 

report data size for each period. Total report data size is calculated by summing up the 

average report data size for all periods shown in Table 4-2 and Table 4-4. Also the 

original results are replicated from the paper [51] and compared with our simulated 

results shown in Table 4-1 and Table 4-3. Our simulated results for Average Report Data 

size for 5000 nodes for DEMOCO and COBOM can be compared with original results in 

Table 4-1. Our simulated results are almost 97 % closed to that of the Original paper for 

both DEMOCO and COBOM. Similarly for Average Report Data size for 1500 nodes, 

we compared our simulated results with the original results. We achieved about 98% 

similarity to that of original results for both DEMOCO and COBOM as shown in Table 

4-3. 
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Table 4-1  Comparison of Original Results with our Simulated Results Average Report Data Size for 5000 nodes 

Object‘s 

Time 

Period 

DEMOCO[51] 

Original 

Bytes 

DEMOCO 

Bytes 

COBOM[51] 

Original 

Bytes 

COBOM 

Bytes 

1 1.692 2.622 3.653 3.645 

2 6.546 6.432 13.999 14.002 

3 11.526 13.563 24.631 25.432 

4 14.376 15.624 30.736 30.431 

5 16.503 17.364 35.209 36.252 

6 18.243 19.328 38.782 38.521 

7 20.304 21.651 43.304 44.652 

8 22.368 22.632 47.602 48.524 

9 24.435 25.563 52.308 53.152 

10 26.61 27.462 56.673 57.342 

11 28.668 29.473 61.052 62.452 

12 30.657 31.462 65.293 66.373 

13 32.685 33.564 69.606 70.352 

14 34.902 35.736 74.289 75.262 

15 36.741 37.631 78.148 83.463 

16 38.637 39.621 82.185 86.983 

17 40.671 41.431 86.596 92.146 

18 42.807 43.651 91.123 96.473 

19 44.739 44.982 95.137 100.183 

20 46.803 46.961 99.52 104.454 

21 48.668 49.243 103.432 108.474 

22 50.673 51.432 107.617 113.464 

23 52.851 53.781 112.305 116.464 

24 54.51 56.193 115.869 119.474 

25 56.511 57.453 120.06 121.632 

Total 803.127 823.855 1708.859 1769.602 
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Table 4-2: Average Report Data Size for 5000 nodes 

Object‘s 

Time 

Period 

DEMOCO 

Bytes 

COBOM 

Bytes 

CODAT 

Bytes 

1 2.622 3.645 3.543 

2 6.432 14.002 10.736 

3 13.563 25.432 18.363 

4 15.624 30.431 24.374 

5 17.364 36.252 27.873 

6 19.328 38.521 31.736 

7 21.651 44.652 34.733 

8 22.632 48.524 37.373 

9 25.563 53.152 40.635 

10 27.462 57.342 43.625 

11 29.473 62.452 48.732 

12 31.462 66.373 52.262 

13 33.564 70.352 56.367 

14 35.736 75.262 59.362 

15 37.631 83.463 63.362 

16 39.621 86.983 68.373 

17 41.431 92.146 72.273 

18 43.651 96.473 76.363 

19 44.982 100.183 80.373 

20 46.961 104.454 83.272 

21 49.243 108.474 87.372 

22 51.432 113.464 90.373 

23 53.781 116.464 93.272 

24 56.193 119.474 97.387 

25 57.453 121.632 100.102 

Total 823.855 1769.602 1401.236 
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Figure 4-22: Average Report Data Size for 5000 nodes 
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Table 4-3: Comparison of Original Results with our Simulated Results Average Report Data size for 1500 nodes 

Object‘s 

Time 

Period 

DEMOCO[51] 

Original 

Bytes 

DEMOCO 

Bytes 

COBOM[51] 

Original 

Bytes 

COBOM 

Bytes 

1 0.405 2.404 0.404 2.421 

2 1.776 3.767 1.798 3.71 

3 4.038 4.04 4.053 4.05 

4 6.864 6.922 6.826 6.67 

5 9.318 9.55 9.196 9.811 

6 11.091 11.095 10.954 10.391 

7 12.522 12.571 12.332 12.491 

8 14.004 14.244 13.791 13.998 

9 15.639 15.537 15.422 15.501 

10 17.436 17.692 17.149 17.718 

11 19.05 19.127 18.714 18.621 

12 20.611 20.73 20.215 20.321 

13 22.2 22.491 21.782 21.971 

14 24.06 24.81 23.64 23.86 

15 25.503 25.525 25.048 25.029 

16 27.902 28.13 26.752 26.964 

17 28.902 29.3 28.39 28.36 

18 30.267 30.393 29.724 29.721 

19 31.956 31.965 31.379 31.357 

20 33.552 33.635 32.951 32.957 

21 35.151 35.602 34.512 34.691 

22 36.831 36.846 36.151 36.158 

23 38.427 38.018 37.73 37.7 

24 39.78 39.8 39.02 39 

25 41.352 41.435 40.628 40.621 

Total 547.962 551.698 538.566 544.09 
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Table 4-4 Average Report Data Size for 1500 nodes 

Object‘s 

Time 

Period 

DEMOCO 

Bytes 

COBOM 

Bytes 

CODAT 

Bytes 

1 2.404 2.421 3.405 

2 3.767 3.71 3.772 

3 4.04 4.05 4.09 

4 6.922 6.67 6.98 

5 9.55 9.811 9.89 

6 11.095 10.391 11.192 

7 12.571 12.491 12.862 

8 14.244 13.998 14.465 

9 15.537 15.501 15.865 

10 17.692 17.718 17.834 

11 19.127 18.621 19.432 

12 20.73 20.321 20.789 

13 22.491 21.971 23.211 

14 24.81 23.86 24.258 

15 25.525 25.029 25.512 

16 28.13 26.964 28.341 

17 29.3 28.36 29.262 

18 30.393 29.721 30.321 

19 31.965 31.357 32.291 

20 33.635 32.957 33.532 

21 35.602 34.691 35.783 

22 36.846 36.158 36.971 

23 38.018 37.7 38.957 

24 39.8 39 40.761 

25 41.435 40.621 41.89 

Total 551.698 544.09 556.666 
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Figure 4-23: Average Report Data Size for 1500 nodes 
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4.5  Boundary Accuracy with different Diffusion rates of object 

 In order to analyze the accuracy of our algorithm in detecting the boundary of the 

continuous object, we simulated about 5000 sensor nodes uniformly distributed over 500 

x 500 m
2
 with 25m communication range for each sensor node. Accuracy is computed by 

comparing the reported data at the boundary with that of sink at same time so that we can 

know that either the actual boundary of the object exists at the specific location or not, 

when the sink receives the reported data. We set three different speeds for the continuous 

object (Staircase Structure) with Low diffusion rate, Average diffusion and High 

diffusion rate. Each Time period is of 5 seconds and the reported data reaches to the sink 

in 4 seconds. For Low diffusion rate the object expands about 3 meters in each time 

period. For Average diffusion rate, the object expands about 7 meters in each time period 

and for High diffusion rate, the object expands about 11 meters in each time period. The 

first 10 time periods are used in order to calculate the preciseness of the boundary. At the 

end of each time period, boundary preciseness is calculated. 

4.5.1 Boundary Accuracy with Low Diffusion rate of object 

 

The Figure 4-24 shows the accuracy of the boundary detection of the object expanding at 

low diffusion rate i.e. expands 3 meters in each time period. The x axis of the Figure 4-24 

represents the number of time periods and the y axis represents the accuracy in 

percentage. As we can see that CODAT has high accuracy of about 86 % because of 

more number of IDs compared to COBOM and DEMOCO. COBOM‘s and DEMOCO‘s 

accuracies are almost 80 %.  
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Figure 4-24: Boundary Accuracy with Low Diffusion Rate of Object 

 

4.5.2 Boundary Accuracy with Average Diffusion rate of object 

 

The Figure 4-25 shows the accuracy in boundary detection of the object expanding with 

average diffusion rate i.e. 7 meters in each time period. The x axis represents the number 

of periods and the y axis represents the boundary accuracy in percentage. It can be 

noticed in the Figure 4-25 that accuracy for all the algorithms have decreased compared 

to the low diffusion rate. Our proposed approach CODAT‘s accuracy has decreased to 

76% compared to Low Diffusion rate. COBOM‗s and DEMOCO‘s accuracies have 

decreased to 68%. 
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Figure 4-25: Boundary Accuracy with Average Diffusion rate of Object 

 

4.5.3 Boundary Accuracy with High Diffusion rate of object 

 

The Figure 4-26 shows the accuracy in boundary detection of the object expanding with 

high diffusion rate i.e. object expanding 11 meters in each time period. The x axis 

represents number of time periods and the y axis represents the boundary accuracy in 

percentage. Accuracy for all the three algorithms COBOM, CODAT and DEMOCO is 

calculated at each time period. It is noticed that with the increase in diffusion rate, the 

overall accuracy of all the algorithms have decreased. Our proposed approach CODAT‘s 

accuracy has decreased to 60% due to high diffusion rate of phenomenon. COBOM‘s and 

DEMOCO‘s accuracies have decreased to 52%. 
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Figure 4-26: Boundary Accuracy with High Diffusion Rate of Object 

 

4.5.4 Boundary Accuracy of CODAT with different Diffusion rates of object 

 

The Figure 4-27 shows the overall picture of the performance of CODAT with different 

diffusion rates. The x axis represent the time periods and the y axis represents the 

boundary accuracy in percentage. If we notice the results in detail we can see that with 

low diffusion rate of object, CODAT‘s accuracy is up to 86 %, with average diffusion 

rate of object, CODAT‘s accuracy is up to 76% and with high diffusion rate of object, 

CODAT‘s accuracy is up to 60 %. This shows that the diffusion rate of object has direct 

impact on the accuracy. Higher the diffusion rate of the phenomenon, lower will be the 

accuracy. Similarly lower the diffusion rate of the phenomenon, higher will be the 

accuracy.  
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Figure 4-27: Boundary Accuracy of CODAT with different Diffusion Rates of Object 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this thesis we concentrated on detection and tracking of continuous phenomenon due 

to its specific nature such as continuous expansion and shrinkage of phenomenon, 

splitting and merging of phenomenon and holes inside the phenomenon. Since wireless 

sensors have limited battery capacity, detection and tracking algorithms have to be 

energy efficient to increase the overall life time of the sensor network. We proposed an 

energy efficient algorithm CODAT (Continuous Object Detection and Tracking) with a 

suitable data structure that is sent by the Reporting nodes to the sink in addition of unique 

IDs and Phenomenon Tags. Moreover we used the concept of Phenomenon Tags to 

differentiate between phenomenon changes and holes inside the phenomenon as an added 

information forwarded to the user while maintaining the high accuracy and efficiency. 

CODAT is an improved hybrid algorithm integrating the detection techniques of both 

previous algorithms COBOM and DEMOCO. CODAT outperforms COBOM in terms of 

efficiency and outperforms both COBOM and DEMOCO in terms of accuracy. 

In future we plan to test our algorithm in a real sensor environmental setup in order to 

analyze it under different environmental conditions. 
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